HATECH SERVICE BRIEF

Infrastructure
Monitoring &
Optimization
Get deeper visibility into the metrics that really
matter – the ones that affect user experience.
A team of experts on your front lines 24x7x365.
And ongoing optimization to ensure your
cloud spend returns the ROI you expect.

90% of users say they’ve
stopped using an
app because of poor
performance.

DON’T LET THAT HAPPEN
You have the power to make sure that doesn’t happen.
When you have visibility into how users are experiencing
your application, you can identify and fix issues before
they become roadblocks. And you can make infrastructure
decisions with full visibility into how they affect the rest of
your environment, your users’ experience, and your bottom
line.
Monitoring cloud infrastructure is about keeping tabs on
metrics like CPU utilization and latency – of course. But what
it’s really about is ensuring that you’re delivering users the
kind of experience that will keep them coming back.
Designed to follow HATech’s 13th Month Cloud Assessment
& Optimization, Infrastructure Monitoring & Optimization
is an ongoing service that includes monthly and quarterly
assessments, 24x7x365 incident response, and optimization
recommendations to ensure that your cloud infrastructure
is optimized, today and every day, to deliver the best user
experience at the lowest cost.
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INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING &
OPTIMIZATION ENABLES YOU TO:

TIE SUCCESS TO
BUSINESS KPI S

IDENTIFY INCIPIENT
PROBLEMS

PRIORITIZE ALERT
RESPONSES

Ensuring that your cloud
infrastructure is optimized
to deliver the best user
experience (at the lowest
possible cost) requires
monitoring metrics far
beyond CPU utilization
and the like. It requires
monitoring the metrics
that matter to the business.
Through Infrastructure
Monitoring & Optimization,
HATech helps you identify
those metrics and create a
monitoring system to keep
them on track.

In the vast majority of cases,
downtime is caused by a
problem that could have
been prevented had it been
detected in advance. With
Infrastructure Monitoring &
Optimization, you and your
team of experts at HATech
have single pane of glass
visibility into the health of
all your infrastructure. We’ll
notify you immediately
when an issue arises, and
recommend proactive
remediation steps.

Analysis paralysis is a real
thing. When you have ten
alarms blaring at once it’s
nearly impossible to decide
which to address first – and
whichever one you choose,
it’s probably the wrong
one. With Infrastructure
Monitoring & Optimization,
you and your team of experts
at HATech, on standby
24x7x365, will see alerts
prioritized with clear action
items for the ones that truly
require immediate attention.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

;; Discovery to understand your business goals, budget, challenges, and
opportunities
;; Discovery to understand your infrastructure environment
;; Selection and implementation of the monitoring tool(s) best fit to meet
your needs
;; Tool configuration to ensure monitored metrics are tied to business KPIs
;; Writing the Incident Management Playbook
;; Incident response (we’re the first line in your monitoring team, owning the
incident bridge, alerting, and incident management)

INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING & OPTIMIZATION TOOLCHAIN
Infrastructure Monitoring & Optimization is about providing you full visibility into how
your infrastructure is impacting your users and your bottom line – and the ability to
quickly and easily identify when issues arise before they impact either. We have a range
of technology partners we leverage to help us make that happen.
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VALUE REALIZED

50% REDUCTION IN
MTTR

INFRASTRUCTUREWIDE VISIBILITY

4X REDUCTION IN
MTTD

This Fortune 500 enterprise
software company was
struggling with a traditional
APM solution, which
couldn’t scale and offered
limited visibility. Turning to
Dynatrace for an autonomous
solution underpinned by
a proper AI engine, the
company dramatically
reduced mean time to
repair, and can now spend
more time on innovations
that enhance the customer
experience.

For this global online
marketplace, with 600
applications running on
15,000 virtual machines, a
lack of infrastructure-wide
visibility meant the company
was largely blind to how
changes in one application
could affect others. Having
implemented Datadog,
the company now has that
full visibility, and teams
can coordinate production
rollouts and proactively finetune performance.

As this web hosting company
grew rapidly, from 150
physical servers to 2,000
VMs and physical boxes, its
tech leaders knew that a
largely manual monitoring
system would leave the
company open to downtime.
Implementing Prometheus
for automated monitoring,
the company reduced mean
time to detect by a factor of
4 and dropped mean time to
repair from 5 minutes to 15
seconds.
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WHY HATECH

OURS IS A
BUSINESS-FIRST
APPROACH

WE MONITOR JUST
WHAT MATTERS

WE’RE ON CALL
24X7X365

Most monitoring service
providers only track
traditional infrastructure
metrics – think CPU
utilization and latency. But
who’s to say that’s what
matters to your business?
At HATech, we learn your
business goals and build a
monitoring system to track
KPIs relevant to those goals.

It’s much easier to adopt
a “monitor everything”
approach than to
purposefully build a
monitoring system that
tracks just the metrics that
matter to your business.
The problem with the
“monitor everything”
approach is that it racks up
a steep monitoring bill and
can easily lead to analysis
paralysis.

Especially in small and
even mid-sized companies,
it’s rare to find an incident
response team that is on
call 24x7x365. We are. So you
don’t have to worry that an
incident in the middle of the
night on a holiday is going to
derail your business.
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READY TO MANAGE THE METRICS THAT REALLY MATTER?
Let’s have a conversation about how we can make it happen.

hatech.io

sales@hatech.io

PHOENIX, AZ

LAS VEGAS, NV

480.378.2844

702.805.0326

350 South Mill Ave. Ste B-201
Tempe, AZ 85281

2471 W Horizon Ridge Pkwy Ste 100
Henderson, NV 89052

